Abstract. We propose a new method to count objects of specific categories that are significantly smaller than the ground sampling distance of a satellite image. This task is hard due to the cluttered nature of scenes where different object categories occur. Target objects can be partially occluded, vary in appearance within the same class and look alike to different categories. Since traditional object detection is infeasible due to the small size of objects with respect to the pixel size, we cast object counting as a density estimation problem. To distinguish objects of different classes, our approach combines density estimation with semantic segmentation in an end-to-end learnable convolutional neural network (CNN). Experiments show that deep semantic density estimation can robustly count objects of various classes in cluttered scenes. Experiments also suggest that we need specific CNN architectures in remote sensing instead of blindly applying existing ones from computer vision.
Introduction
We propose deep semantic density estimation for objects of sub-pixel size in satellite images. Satellite image interpretation is a challenging but very relevant research topic in remote sensing, ecology, agriculture, economics, and cartographic mapping. Since the launch of the Sentinel-2 satellite configuration of the European Space Agency (ESA) in 2015, anyone can download multi-spectral images of up to 10 meter ground sampling distance (GSD) for free. At the same time, Sentinel-2 offers high revisit frequency delivering an image of the same spot on earth roughly every 5 days. However, for applications that need more high-resolution evidence like detecting and counting objects (e.g, supply chain management, financial industry), spatial resolution is too poor to apply traditional object detectors. In this work, we thus propose to circumnavigate explicit object detection by turning the counting problem into a density estimation task. Furthermore, we add semantic segmentation to be able to count objects of very specific object categories embedded in cluttered background. We integrate semantic segmentation and density estimation into one concise, end-to-end learnable deep convolutional neural network (CNN) to count objects of 1/3 the size of the GSD. Semantic Segmentation is a standard task in computer vision and has seen significant performance gains since the comeback of deep learning. The major goal is predicting a class label per pixel over an entire image. A rich set of benchmark challenges and datasets like Cityscapes [6] and Pascal VOC 2012 [8] help making rapid progress in this field while continuously reporting current state-of-the-art in online rankings. Typical objects classes of interest are buildings, persons and vehicles that are (i) clearly visible in the image, (ii) large in size (usually several hundreds of pixels) (iii) and can be distinguished from background and further classes primarily relying on shape and RGB texture. Much of this can be transferred with minor adaptions to overhead imagery of < 2m GSD acquired by drones, aerial sensors, and very high-resolution spaceborne platforms [20, 21, 25, 12] 1 . In contrast, objects like cars, trees, and buildings constitute a single pixel or less in remote sensing imagery of Sentinel-2 (10m GSD) and Landsat (40m GSD). While this resolution is sufficient for semantic segmentation of large, homogeneous regions like crops [30, 26] , counting individual object instances in cluttered background becomes hard. Here, high spectral resolution comes to the rescue. Deep learning techniques can greatly benefit from high spectral resolution that conveys object information invisible to human sight.
It can learn complex relations between spectral bands to identify object-specific spectral signatures that support pixel-accurate semantic segmentation.
Our workflow goes as follows: We manually annotate a small sample of the object class of interest in Google Earth aerial images. Large-scale groundtruth is obtained by training Faster R-CNN [27] and then predicting for thousands of object instances. Object detections are manually cleansed and turned into smooth density estimates by filtering with a smoothing kernel. An example for groundtruth of olive tree density is given in Fig.1 , where we plot the density obtained from high-resolution aerial images. This reference is used to train, validate, and test our deep semantic density estimation model using Sentinel-2 images. It turns out that deep semantic density estimation can robustly count specific object instances of size well below the GSD by making use of both, spatial texture and spectral signature. We demonstrate that our method robustly scales to > 200km 2 counting > 1.6 Mio. object instances. Our main contributions are: (1) We introduce end-to-end learnable deep semantic density estimation for objects of sub-pixel size, (2) we provide a simplified network architecture that takes advantage of low spatial but high spectral image resolution, (3) we show that standard network architectures from computer vision are inappropriate for this task, and (4) we provide a new, large-scale dataset for object counting in satellite images of moderate resolution.
Related Work
There is ample literature for semantic segmentation and object detection in both, computer vision and remote sensing. A full review is beyond the scope of this paper and the reader is referred to top-scoring submissions of benchmarks like Cityscapes [6] , MSCOCO [14] , and the ISPRS semantic labeling challenge.
Semantic Segmentation has seen significant progress since the invention of fully convolutional neural networks (FCN) [18] . Various improvements to the original architecture have been proposed. For example, more complex Encoder-Decoder models learn features in a lower-dimensional representation and then upscale to the original resolution using deconvolutional layers, making use of middle layer representations or bilinear interpolation [29, 2, 13, 24] . Further ideas include atrous convolutions to prevent lowering the resolution of the learned features and keeping a large receptive field [3, 4, 5] . Other approaches are based on pyramid pooling where features are learned in different resolutions and then merged in different ways to deal with objects of different sizes and scales [4, 5, 16] .
Object Detection is related to semantic segmentation. Instead of assigning one class label per pixel, its objective is detecting all instances of a specified object class in an image. This translates to automatically drawing bounding boxes around objects but leaving background unlabeled. One of the most widely used deep learning detectors is Faster R-CNN [27] , which extracts scale-invariant features for object proposals. Other approaches compute features for different scales and extract the most relevant scale-features [15] . A more sophisticated variant of object detection is instance segmentation, which adds detailed perpixel boundaries per object. Today's quasi gold standard is Mask R-CNN [9] that builds on Faster R-CNN and adds a dense feature map to predict instance boundaries.
Density Estimation is about predicting the local distribution of objects without explicitly detecting them. It is a good option in cases where actual objects cannot be clearly identified due to low spatial image resolution, occlusions etc. One application scenario in computer vision is crowd analysis, where ground level images or image sequences from surveillance cameras are used to estimate the number of people [22, 31] . An interesting strategy to ease the learning procedure are ranking operations [17] for density estimation. See [1] for a complete review of crowd counting and density estimation. In remote sensing, density estimation has been used for a variety of applications. [7, 28] use deep learning to estimate population density using satellite imagery across large regions. Similarly, [32] estimate densities of buildings in cities with support vector regression and a rich set of texture features. More closely related to our work, [11] estimate forest canopy density from Landsat images, whereas [23] estimate biomass density in wetlands from Worldview-2 imagery. These methods inspire our research because they demonstrate that satellite imagery can be used for density estimates of objects with sizes significantly below the GSD. However, all methods have in common that they compute densities of objects that are densely populating the respective image without (much) clutter. In contrast, we propose fine-grained, species-specific density estimates in scenes where the target class could be one out of many. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to couple fine-grained semantic segmentation with density estimation for cluttered scenes in satellite images. Moreover, we formulate our method as an end-to-end learnable CNN that learns all features for semantics and density estimation simultaneously from the data.
Methods
In this section we describe the technical approach. One problem with basically unrecognizable objects in satellite images is manual annotation of reference data. It is impossible to manually segment individual trees or cars in the Sentinel-2 images of 10 meters GSD. We thus resort to Google Maps overhead images of much higher resolution for groundtruth labeling.
Ground Truth We apply the Faster R-CNN Object detector [27] to very highresolution (1m GSD) Google Maps images to identify and count reference objects. The detector is tuned to achieve high recall to then manually remove false positive predictions. This allows us to obtain a highly detailed count per area that is used as ground truth to test our model on lower resolution satellite imagery. To down-sample our ground truth to a 10m resolution image, we apply a Gaussian kernel with a σ = K/π, where K is the down-scale ratio between the high resolution Google Maps images and the lower resolution satellite image (we chose K = 10). We compute the mean over a window of K × K pixels to obtain the sub-sampled ground truth. The semantic segmentation label is obtained by thresholding densities with a score above 0.5 as object class, and as background otherwise. Note that we use only cloud-free Sentinel-2 images that are closest to the sensing date of the high resolution imagery in Google Maps. Most Sentinel-2 bands have larger GSD than 10m and we thus need to resample them. We upscale the 20m GSD bands (B5, B6, B7, B8, B10, B11) to 10m using bilinear interpolation. 60m bands were not used in our experiments due to their low resolution and the low information they convey for vegetation datasets.
Semantic Segmentation and Density Estimation Although semantic segmentation and density estimation are different tasks, they are related and can benefit each other. For mutual, fruitful cooperation of both tasks, we set up a joint training procedure such that most features can be used for either of the goals. Adding the semantic segmentation to density estimation also allows to compute classification metrics from standard semantic segmentation literature. Our approach consists of using ResNet blocks, which contain mainly convolutional layers, to obtain features from the input image. Then, for each task, we add an independent convolutional layer at the end of each architecture. For all training experiments, our Loss is defined as:
whereŷ is the predicted estimate for each task. We test four different network architectures in our experiments to verify which provides the best basis for our approach. We begin with the DeepLab V2 (DL2 ) architecture [3] , which uses atrous convolutions to obtain filters that have a larger receptive field. These convolutions, inspired from signal processing "à-trous algorithm" [19] , have filters that are dilated with zeros to increase the spatial view of a filter without increasing the number of parameters. Moreover, we experiment with the updated version DeepLab V3 (DL3 ) [4] , where pyramid pooling with several atrous convolution filters is implemented. Note that this method is a top performing architecture for semantic segmentation on Cityscapes and PASCAL VOC 2012 datasets, and can therefore be viewed as state-of-the-art in semantic image segmentation. Our third architecture (Ours) consists of a simplified 6 Layers ResNet [10] where our fourth variant (Ours Atrous) adds a last layer of atrous convolutions.
For both simplified ResNet architectures (Ours and Ours Atrous) we change all striding operations to 1 and use 6 consecutive ResNet Blocks (Fig. 2) . Our method moves away from lower dimensional representations but instead keeps details. 6 layers showed a good performance where deeper networks only had marginal to insignificant improvements at a much higher computational cost. The original architecture was designed for typical computer vision images with few, relatively large objects (> 100 pixels per object) per image. In our case, thousands of object instances of sub-pixel size are present in the image. We want to retain as many details as possible and therefore set stride to 1. We compensate the potential increase in parameters by reducing the size of the receptive field. In fact, we can tolerate learning contextual knowledge within smaller neighborhoods because it is less important in our case.
Experiments
In order to test how robust deep semantic density estimation is to changes in texture, object density and size, we create four different datasets. Three datasets contain trees (olive, coconut, oil palm) with different planting patterns and one dataset contains cars 2 . A summary of all datasets is given in Table 1 . Note that object sizes range between 1/3 and 1/4 of a Sentinel-2 pixel (Ratio Areas). Object densities of the tree datasets are around 1, whereas the car dataset has highest object density (> 5 cars per pixel on average) and smallest object size. Our semi-automated groundtruth annotation procedure involving Faster R-CNN allows us to massively extend our label set across large regions to > 200km 2 with > 1.6 Mio. object instances in total (Tab. 1). We validate outcomes of Faster R-CNN predictions on small, manually labeled hold out regions. Intersection over Union (IoU ) ranges between 0.82 and 0.97 for Coconut and Olives, respectively. We achieve highest recall for cars (0.92) and lowest for coconut (0.77). Table 2 and absolute numbers of object counts are shown in Table 3 . A visual comparison of ground truth and predictions in Figs. 3 & 4 and the respective χ 2 distance between ground truth distribution y density and predicted distributionŷ density (Table 2 , right column) show good performance. Ours and Ours atrous architectures outperform standard computer vision architectures that build in many downsampling (and upsampling) steps in their network. Results for cars show that there is a natural limitation of our method in terms of minimum object size and maximum object density. While cars can be identified very well (high IoU ), there exact number is much harder to estimate (higher MSE, MAE compared to the tree datasets). Moreover, MSE is significantly higher than the MAE, which is caused by outliers in high density areas where lower densities are erroneously predicted (Fig. 4) . Our method seems to have a slight tendency to underestimate high density areas that are surrounded by regions of much lower density. This shortcoming of our method can be observed if comparing ground truth high density areas of olives (red) with the respective, underestimated predictions in the middle row of Figure 3 . This effect translates to slightly underestimating the number of instances globally by < 5% for all datasets (cf.Tab. 3).
Comparison of architectures Our simple architectures Ours and Ours Atrous consistently outperform DL2 and DL3. DL2 and DL3 use strided convolutions to learn lower dimensional representations of the image, which generates higher level features over large areas to learn context. This seems less important in cases where the extent of individual objects in the image is small compared to the pixel size. In fact, strided convolutions and forcing the network to learn lower dimensional representations risks loosing high frequency information in the satellite images. We compare activation maps of architectures DL2 and Ours on the coconut dataset in Fig. 5 to visualize this argument. One can observe that filters learned by DL2 loose details (Fig. 5(a) ) required for a fine-grained density prediction in contrast to Ours (Fig. 5(b) ). Recall that both, DL2 and DL3, use bicubic upsampling at different rates to obtain predictions at the original scale. By removing strided convolutions in our architectures, we avoid the need for upscaling predictions already from the start. Band importance Sentinel-2 satellites are multi-spectral sensors designed for vegetation monitoring. Spectral signatures of different vegetation types and plant species can help distinguishing objects, in contrast to mostly texture-based features in RGB images. In order to verify the contribution of this additional spectral evidence, we train and test Ours Atrous with different band settings. Each run leaves away bands to test their importance. We contrast results on vegetation with results for cars. We show results of this analysis in Tab. 4, where high IoU values of column Semantic indicate good identification of objects while low MSE and MAE values of Density mean correct object counting. It turns out that deep semantic density estimation requires both, spectral and spatial evidence for vegetation whereas this is not the case for cars. 10m RGB bands help counting trees (low MSE and MAE with RGB bands) whereas infared bands help identifying them (high IoU for All and No RGB ). Infrared bands are less important for cars because, unlike plants, they do not reflect characteristic infrared signatures. Prediction is based mostly on texture in the image provided by the 10m RGB bands.
Conclusion
We have proposed end-to-end learnable deep semantic density estimation for counting object instances of fine-grained classes in cluttered background. Results show that counting objects of sub-pixel size is possible for 10m GSD satellite images. Experimental evaluation with four datasets shows that our method is robust to change in object types, background, and object density. It turns out that a shallow network specifically designed for satellite imagery of 10m GSD and sub-pixel objects outperforms more sophisticated, state-of-the-art architectures from computer vision. This signifies that direct application of networks tailored for vision to remote sensing images should be done with care. In our experiments, we find that any down-sampling operation inside the network risks loosing precious details. We should thus always keep in mind the particularities of remote sensing imagery in terms of object scale, GSD, (nadir) perspective and (high) spectral resolution. If carefully considered during the network design process, these specific properties offer new possibilities in network design.
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